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1. INTRODUCTION

Thz muon has been a mystery since its discovery in 1937 (Ref. 1). After

it8 properties were disentangled from the pion, physicists found a particle

tnat could only be diatinguitthed from the electron by its mass. In the year?

since, physiciate have also fcu.:d it necessary to distinguish between mllons,

electrons, and taue by invoking separate conserved additive lepton quantum

numbers2. These quantities do not relate to any known space-time aymmecry as

does energy, nor to any known masslesa gauge boaon, as does the electric

charge. We know of no fundamental reason why the muon, rlectron, and tau

family numbers should be con8erved.

Present theoretical thought Includes the origin of the family number

problem under the hierarchy problem: Why are there more quarks and leptons

beyond the u and d quarks

connections to the “extra”

how the muon and slectron

neutrinoless family number

and the electron and Ve leptons, and what are the

hierarchies? In this particular experiment. we ask

are connected and at what level, if any, do the

violating decays u +ey, u + eyy, and iI+ eee occur.

The standard model is silent on this question3. Extensions to the standard

model speak with many different voices with as many different ansversk.

Examples include the existence of multiple Hig.gs doubletss; flbvor-changing

neutral gauge hosons (for example, the gauge bosons associated with horizontal

gauge interactions, or the gauge bo80ns present in extended Technicolor

theories); composite modelsa ; muon=~umber violation mediated by light

lepto-quarks (present in some grand unified theoriesg and 1“ extended

Technicolor theories); muon~umber violation mediated by supersymmetric

partners of the usual SU(2)L x U(l) gauge bosonslO; ar.d the existence of neu

●lecrroweak interaccionsll . In general, these different sources ef lepton

number nonconaerv~tio~ predfct dffferent relative stren~ths for :he vari~us

neutrinolees transitloap. file underscores the importance of zearchinu for

all of these processes.

Anotl.er process which violates leptnn-family number 1s neutrlno

oacillatlon12. Oscillations explicitly require mas~ive neutrino8 while this

is not the came for the procea8e~ diecusned shove. However, oscillati~n

8xperlments can be sensitive to .very small neutrino masses (<1 eV), while

●ffects in th= neutrinol,css transitions caused by the~e oscillation alone

would be negligibly smell.

Amongst thie kabble, the experimental Iimitq on Lhest! decaye have been

steadily decr!asinR. See FiRure 1. The current lt~tt~ 1.9~lZC.1..~ for CIIP

varioue lepton~umber nonconnerving decays are:
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FIGURE 1
Upper limit for several muon*i31ating
processes as function of time.

‘(u+ey) < 1.7 x 10-1°
r(u+ev~)

L(=< 1.6 X 10-]0
r(v+eu~)

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE

The Crystal Box detector is designed

decay~ to the level of 10-11. It is

1 DRIFT
)ZC14AMBER

FIGURE 2
A schematic diagram of the
Box detector.

(Ref. 13)

(Fef. 14)

(Ref. 15)

to improve the limits on each

shown in Figu”e 2. It IS a

purpose charged particle and photon detector of large solid nngle in

the Stopped Muon Channel of the Cllnton P. Ander.lon Meeon Phymtca

(lAM’PF). A eeparated, 26 HeV/c p+ beam stovs in aa elliptical, PO

Crystal

of these

g.~neral

place at

Facility

y6tyrene

target located at the center of the det.ectur. TIIe :arget tilts at L5° with

reepect to the beam direction to present a 6.7 cm radius projected ci~cular

croea eectionp 52 mg/cm2 thick, to she beam. The muon s~opping rate 1s

typically 3 x 105 11-1 (average) with a dut} factor of 6.HZ. The polarlzatton

of d@caying muons in poly~tyrene is measured to be (14.6 i 1.4)%. Surrounding

the target lEI A 72fl-wire, eight-plane, large-etere~-~nRle drift cha~fiber)16

which determtne~ the track~ of char~ed particle~ in thiee dimennlolls. The

single-plane resolution IS about 350 urn FWHM. The meaatired ningl~ track
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tion ●fficiency iO 95%. The chamber presents an average of

‘3 radiation lengths to a particle traversing it in a direction

the beam axin. There is no applied magnetic field. The knowledge

lgin ●nd the original direction of a charged particle is limited by

scattering in the target, the target frame, and the inner

,berfoil. The position resolution of the origin on the target is on

of 2 ma

particles next traverse a scintiilator hodoscope containing 36

Each counter is 44.5 x 5.7 x 1.27 cm, with a photomultiplier

> each end by a light pipe. These counters define the fiducial

: charged particles. The counters also provide timing and position

m. Constant fraction discrim!nator17 signals from the two ends of a

or are connected to a ❑eantimerls for trigger coincidence decisions,

:ed time resolution of each counter is 290 ps (FWHM). The position

i along the length of the counter is 4.2 cm (FWHM).

~iona upstream and downstream of the hodoscope are covered Ly 16 ‘Veto

:ion counters, each measuring 13.3 x 23.8 x 0.3 cm. These counters

to help distinguish charged particles from photons. Their average

lution ia 750 pe (FW’IUI).

Itermost part of the detet “ r 1s an array of 360 NaI(Tl) face

6.35 x 6.35 cm cross section and 30.5 cm long, pl~s 36 corner

6.35 x 6.35 x 63.5 cm. These crystols are packag’i in a single

lly sealed container. Paper wrapping around each crystal provides

aolation. Each face cryetal 18 coupled to a qingle photomultj,plier

e corner crystals have photomultipliers at both ends. Each

iplicr haa its own constant fraction discriminator with a threallold

taolute energy gain of each NaI(Tl) crystal is calibrated using a

source (4.43 !leVy) ~nd the reactione -n p + rm”(+yy)

< 83 MeV) and m-p + ny (Ey M 129.4 MeV). The measured energy

n function io approximately an asymmetric gaussian with a FWHM of

30 HeV. See Figure 3. The plon data is taken with a liquid hydrogen

plncing the drift chamber.

[ins and offeeta for the timing system are calibrated using Michel

itrons coming from a cel)trally placed plastic counter just behind the

The coincidence of thie counter with the scintillator hodoscope and

orma a timing trigger with the timing start signal advnncetl 10 ns on

~er trf.gger. The alternating start eignal provides a culibrtition of
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the gain of the timing system. The NaI was calibrated once during our January

run, the plastic eclntlllatore were calibrated dally.

The stability of the gainm of each timing and pulse height NaI(Tl) channel

is monitored ●very two hours using a Xe flash tube with a fiber optics cable

connected to each photomultfpller. The timing resolution of the NaI(Tl)

detectors is 1.1 ne (FwHM). The photon conversion point Is determined to

about 3.8 cm (FWHM) by the energy sharing in the different NaI crystals.

The single particle acceptance in the fiducial area (which aasurea eihower

containment in the NaI(Tl)) is fl/4w = 45%, including finite target%ize

effects. The eolid angle times efficiency iz approximately 12% for 3e eventn,

40% for ey events, and 14% for eyy events. Figure 4 summarize the

eeneitivity of the experiment as a funcrion of running time and beam

inteneity.

3. TRIGGER REQUIREMENTS AND DATA ACQUISITION

In order to reduce the data stream to manageable proportions, the trigger

of the experiment is qulic complex19. The ey and eyy triggers define particle

typea by quadrants. We define an electron (or positron) quadrant as a signal

in a hodoacope aci.~tillator with one or more NaI cryetale in the came quadrant

having more than 5 UeV. A photon quadrant is 5 MeV or more energy In at least

one NaI crystal with no energy in the plastic scintillators in that quadrant.

The ey trigger requires opposite electron and photon quadrhntg within 7 ns of

FICURE 3
The spectrum of energy detected in the
NaI(’~1) for photons from the reaction
n p + ny.
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FIGURE 4
Monte Carlo prediction of branching
ratio sensitivity as a function of
running time for a 500KHz etopping
rate.



ie monitored ●very two hours using a Xe flash tube with a fibel

connected to each photomultiplier. The timing resolution of

detectors is 1.1 ns (FWHM). The photon conversion point IS

about 3.8 cm (FWHM) by the ●nergy sharing in the different NaI c

The single particle acceptance in the fiducial area (which J

containment in the NaI(Tl)) is fl/4w = 4S%, including finit

effects. The solid angle times efficiency la approximately 12%

40% for ey events, and 14% for eyy events. Figure 4 s

eenaitivity of the experiment aa a funccion of running t

intensity.

3. TRIGGER REQUIREMENTS AND DATA ACQUISITION

In order to reduce the data stream to manageable proportion

of the ●xperiment is qultc complexly. The ey and eyy triggers d

typea by quadrant8. We define an electron (or positron) !‘ladra

in a hodoecope aci]tillator with one or more NaI crystal~ in the

having more than 5 MeV.

one NaI crystal with no

The ey trigger requires

A photon quadrant 18 5 MeV or more ener

energy In the plaetic ncintillators in

opposite electron and ,~hoton quadrants
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:, ●nd that each have em NaI energy greater than 35 MeV. The eyy

equires at least two gamma quadrants, one and only one electron

and a total in all of the NaI of more than 70 MeV.

trigger IS much more eophistlcated. It requires that three

ore fire within 5 ne of each other and that there be signals in

-adjacent scintillators within 15 ne of each other. U%en these

I are met, a pre-trigger starts the data acquisition system. A

~oet-trigger then considers the geometry of the event in detail. The

;er defines an electron ae a signal in a hodoscope scintillator with

5 MeV of energy in a crystal in one of the three row6 of crytals

~ehind that scintillator, The three electrons mus: be in a geometric

lnematlcally coneietent with a 3e decay. This post-trigger takes an

[ 150 na. In addition, for ❑ost of the run, the post-trigger

a 70 MeV threshold from the eum of ail of the NaI. These three

modes generate a trigger rate of about 5 Hz with a 4.4 MHz

~ous muon stopping rate in the target at a 6.7% duty factor (300 kHz

paratus is instrumented with analog-to~ipital converters (ADC’S) and

igltal converters (TDC’S) on all of the plastic scintill.ators and NaI

The drift~ham’oer wire signcls are discriminated and used to stop

1 TDC’S. In addition, a second ADC with a different gate ic used on

crystals as a pileup rejector. The trigger starts all the TDC’S,

a gate for the ADC’S, and provideg a start signal for the readout of

P.. For each event all the scintillator, ADC, and TDC data are

Distributed processors are used to perform a sparse data scan for

t-chamber TDC informrion and the NaI pulse height and timing

on. Taking data in this faehion makes each event about 500 16-bit

ng. At fixed intervals a

information about the number

!. A PDP-11/44 is ueed to

} reduce the taping rate by

on the data before taping.

ITS

number of acalerg are read out; these

of muone stopped, the duty factor, and

acquire and tape the data. The option

ueing the data acquisition computer to

mite on the sensitivity of this experiment Are determined by how well

;rounds are euppresaed and the number of muons 8topped. The eourcee

ground are random coincidences between Michel positrons and

Ihlung and annihilation photons, and the prompt proceaaes u + eee~l~,

●nd II* ●VWUG. Daina the enmrrzy. time, and position resolutions one
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)lacea the requirement on all decay modes that the particlea be in time, that

:he total energy be equal to that of the muon, and that the vector sum of the

nomenta be zero. In addition, for 3e events, one can require that all tracks

have a common origin on the target. The backgrounds are completely ,aupFressed

for the 3e and eyy modes. Randoms dominate the background for the ey mode

with about a 10% prompt background.

A small amount of data waa collected thiai January. We acquired data at

about 300 kHz of muons and 6.8% duty factor. Approximately 2.2 x 1011 muons

were stopped. All the data were processed by a multistage filtering process.

A fi)”stpass coneiated of software timing cuts and geometrical cute that could

be zpplied without using the drtft chamber reconstruction routines. This

reduced the amount of data by a factor of -10. A second pass used the drift

chamber tracks to allow one to do more severe timing and geometrical cut~, and

provided a further reduction of a factor of -10. The data remaining after the

first two passes consist of lC)3-l@ events in each of the data streams. These

are carefully investi&ated to look for a prompt signal and any candidates for

lepton family violating decays. The final analysis of the ey and eyy modes is

still in progress. The rest of this paper will deal with the 3e mode.

The signature for a U+ + e+e+e- event 1s that the three trajectories should

emerge from a common vertex in the target in time coincidence, ZE, the sum of

the three energies deposited in the NaI(Tl) plus the ionization energy losses

in other materials should equal the muon mass, and the vector sum of the three

momenta (l~fil)ehould Le zero.

The main source of triggers Is the random coincidence of positrons from

three independent ordinary muon decaya. These events tend not to satisfy any

of the above constraints. Events due to D+ + e+e+e-veCD, a process which does

not violate separate lepton number conservation, have ZE+ lXfil < \ and ZE

generally much iess than 1’$.

‘I’hefirst analysis paas requires that three non-adjacent scintillator

meantimee occur wfthin a 1.5 ns interval, and that each of these scintillators

have behind it a NaI(Tl) clump with at least 10 MeV within a 5 n~ interval. A

clump la defined as the crystal with the la~~est local pulse hei~ht plu~ :he

neareat 2L surroundi~.g crystals. The output of the first pass is 1.3 x 105

event8.

For the second pass, we reconstruct tracks in the drift chamher thnt

internect tl active scintillators. The reconetructton program req!~ires hits

in at least 7 of the 8 drift chamber Iaverg for each track. The analysis

raquirca that three tracks inters-et the ~argut plane with an angle of more

than 3°, and that the rmo mm oi ‘:l,edistances between the three track
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Intersection points on the target (the vertex) ❑ ust be lese than a radlue of

G cm. Finally, a cut ZE + IS$I < 120 MeV, 1s imposed. A total of 3112 events

survive these cuts.

l’he third analysis paso tightens the vertex cut after weighting each

track_target intersection point according Ito the uncertainty In the

measurement of that point. The 1.5 ns eclntlllator timing cut is reimposed

after correcting each particle’s time-f-flight for the path length from the

vertex to the aclntillator. This pass reduces the number of events to 83.

‘he final cuts require that ZE + Ix?l < 110 MeV, IE$I < 12 MeV, and that

the three scintillator meantimee occur within a 1 ns interval. No events pass

these cuts. The acceptance of the apparatus was calculated with a Monte Carlo

program that accurately reproduces the reeponue of the detector~ to posltron~,

electrons, and

code EGS (Ref.

U + 3e ●vent9,

an upper limit

photons. Electromagnetic ehowers are simulated with the shower

20). The product o“ the acceptance and detector efficiency for

assuming a constant matrix element, IS (8.5 t 0.8%). We obtain

of

B~3e < 1.3 x 1.O-10 (90% C.L.) .

Am a check of the performance of the apparatus and the normalization, the

portion of the data taken without the total Nal energy requirement

(2.55 x 1010 muons stopped) was analyzed for B++ e+e+e-ve;u events. Since

these events tend to have a non-zero vector momentum sum, the l~fil cut was

removed. Eleven events passed these cute. The Monte Carlo program predicts

12 t 2 events, using a matrix element bated on standard electroweak theoryzl.

The distributions of EE, ZE + lz~l, vertex, and timing for the data and the

Uonce Carlo event9 agree with each other. The agreement of these

di.atributione and of the number of events, verifies the validity of the

aneumed detector renolutiona efficienclea , calibrations, and the beam

normalization. Figure 5a ahowa the dletri>ution of ZE vs. Zlfil for the

det~cted B+ + ●+e+e-ve~~ evente and a 90% acceptance contour for u+
* e+e+e-

●venta. Figure 5b shows the unnormalized dietrlbution for u
+ ● ~+e+e-v ~

e~

avants from the Monte Carlo simulation.

It is expected that we will take data representing 10]2 stopped muons this

summer, and that limits of 10-11 will be placed on all three decay modes.
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5a. The vector sum of the momenta for the two po8iLron8 and the electron

(IZBI) vs. the sum of their energies (ZE) for data events. The sloping line
represents the condition XE+IL’?I=M. The area enclosed near
ZE - lo~MeV, IIBI = O contains 90% of Monte”Carlo p+ + e+e+e- events.

5h. The distribution of Monte Carlo B+ + e+e+e-ve~u events.
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